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Abstract

Let G be a graph with the edge set E(G), let Om(G) be the number ofmaxcliquesin G,

and 9¥(G) be the minimum number of maxcliques of G by which E(G) is covered. We say

that a maxclique Q of G is non-properiffor every edge e of Q there is at least one another

maxclique Q such that e J E(Q'). If G contains at least one non-proper maxclique, then

91(G) < em(G).

In this note we determine the structure ofnon-proper maxcliques order?つ- 1 in r-regular

graphs, and characterize any?'-regular graphs G with 9¥{G) < Om(G) for r - A and 5.

Key words: regular graph, maxchque, edge maxclique cover.

Introduction

In this note the terminology and notion concerning graphs follow Chartrand and Lesniak [1]

unless otherwise stated, and any graphs are always且nite and simple. For any graph G we denote

by V(G) and E(G) the vertex set and the edge set respectively. For any u ∈ V{G) we denote

by N(u) the neighborhood of u. A complete subgraph Q of G is called a cliqueっand especially

it is called a maxclique if it is not properly contained in another cliques. A family F of distinct

maxcliques of G is called an edge maxclique coverof a subgraph H if E(H) ⊆ ∪{E(Q):Q ∈ F)I

An edge e of G is said to be properifit is contained a unique maxclique. A maxclique Q is

said to be proper if E(Q) contains at least one proper edgeっotherwise is called non-proper.

Here we introduce the following numbers for G:
■

i(G) - the number of all maxcliques of G.

OJG) -min { FI F is any edge maxclique cover ofG¥.

As noted in [2], for any graph G, d¥iG) - 0m(G) if and only if every maxclique of G is proper.

Any graphs with this property are studied in Wallis et al. [4] and called maximal clique irre-

ducible graphs.

The aim of this note is to study on edge maxclique covers of non-proper maxcliques of

order r - 1 in any connected r-regular graphs, and is to characterize any r-regnlar graphs G

with OiG)< Om(G)for r-4and 5.

For any positive integers in,n with m ≦ n we use the following notation:
●

[m,n]-{mlm+1,m,+2,蝣�"�",n-1,n}and[n]-[1,:
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2　Non-proper maxcliques of order r - 1 in i-regular graphs

Let G be any connected r-regular graph with　≧ 3, and Q and Q¥ be any maxcliqnes in G

with E(Q)n E(Qi) ≠ 0. Then wenote that

(2.1)　¥V(Q)¥+¥N(u)＼V(Q)I-r+1foranyu∈V(Q),

(2.2)　¥V{Q) +¥V(Qi)＼V(Q)¥≦r+1,

For the sake of brevity we use freely the following notation for Q:

NQ(z) - N(z)nV(Q)for any ze V[G),

Z(Q)- {z∈ V(G)＼V(Q);¥NQ(z)¥ ≧ 2),

E(Q,u)- {e e E(Q);eis incident with u} for uG V(Q).

For aでy maxclique Q′ we write as Q′ -< WiっW2っ-っWk >c if V(Q′) is partitioned into subsets

¥Wj]j 6 [&]}. Under these notations we have

Lemma 2.1. IfQ is non-proper, then for any distinct u,v ∈ V(Q) there is a z ∈ Z(Q)for

which N(z) contains both u and v.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　□

The above is an immediate consequence of non-properness of Q. Here we prove

Theorem 2.2. Any maxclique Q of order r in any connected r-regular graph G is proper.

Proof. Suppose Q is non-properっand let u ∈ V(Q). Since N(u)＼ V(Q) is a singleton

(可, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that V(Q) - N(z). Hence < z,N(z) >c is a clique containing
properly Q. But this contradicts to the maximality of Q.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　□

By the above theorem any triangles in 3-regular graphs are proper. Hence we have

Corollary 2.3. #i((?) - 0m{G) for any connected Z-regular graphs G. [コ

Ill what follows let Q be non-proper. Any maxclique Q¥ with E{Q)n E(Qi ≠ 0 is charac-

terized by the next lemma, W九ic九is seen easily丘om仙e maximality of Q¥.

Lemma 2.4. LetQ¥ begiven in the form: Q¥ -< Z¥,W¥ >C; where Z¥ - V{Q¥)＼V(Q)

and Wi - V(Q) nV(Qi). Then we have the following two cases (a) and (b):

(a) W¥-Nn(zi)forsomezx ∈ Z¥ andZ¥ - {z∈ Z(Q)-z∈ N(zl) andNn{z)-Wij,

(b) Wi - D{NQ(z);ze Zi}, andZx is themaxcliquein {zG Z(Q);Wi C NQ(z)}.

Converselyfor any Z¥ ⊂ Z(Q) andW] ⊂ V(Q) with 2 ≦ ¥Wi¥ < ¥V(Q)¥ if they satisfy the

conditions (a) or (b), then < Z¥^W¥ >c　β α maxclique containing some edges ofQ.　　　D

IfQx -<c Zi, W¥ >c satisfy the conditions (b) in the above. Then it is covered by the family

of cliques {< z,Nq(z) >c; z ∈ ZlL and hence it covered by the maxcliques with the conditions

(a). So we may assume that any non-proper maxclique Q is covered by maxcliques with (a).

In Z(Q) de五ne an equivalence relation (*) as follows: for any z and zl in Z(Q), (*)z> if

Nq(z) - j･q(V) and z and z are adjacent. For any z ∈ Z(Q) we denote [z] by the equivalence

class belonging to z. Then from Lemma 2.4 any maxcliques Q(z) covering some edges of Q is

given in the form: Q(サ:=< [z],Nq(z) >c for some z∈ Z(Q). For any u ∈ V(Q) weput
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Z(､Q,u)- N(u)nZ(Q);

d(､Q,u) - the number of distinct (*)-equivalence classes [z] for z ∈ Z(Q,u).

If Z(Qっ　consists of a single (*)-equivalent class [z] for some u ∈ V(Q), then V(Q) - Nn{z)

by Lemma 2･1 and the maxclique < [z]っNq(z) >c contains properly Qっwhich contradicts to the

maximality ofQ. So for any u ∈ V(Q) we have

2.3　d(Q,u)≧2っ

(2.4) E(Q,u) is covered by the family {< [z],Nq(z) >c;z ∈ Z(､<5,u)} ofrnaxcliques.

Theorem 2.5. Suppose that d(Qっu) - 2for allu ∈ V(Q). Tfは7-

(1) Z(Q) consists of three (*)-equivalei-t classes {[zj];j ∈ 31},

(2) Q is covered by the three maxcliques < [zj],Nq(zj) >c,i ∈ [3]

(3) V(Q) is partitioned into three subsets {W3:j ∈ [3]} as follows:

NQ{zl) - Wi UW3,NQ{z2) - W2UW3 andNQ(z3) - Wx UW2.

Proof. Let　∈ V(Q)- By the hypothesis E(Q,u)is coveredby Q3 -< [zA,NqM >,j-
1っ27where Z(Q,u) - { *iっ[z2j}. Hereweput W3 - Nq(zi)nNq(z2),Wi - Nn(zl)＼V(Q2) and

W2 - Nn(z2)＼V(Qi). Then {WrJ∈ 31}is a昔partitionofV(Q). Let　∈ W¥ and w∈ W2･

By the hypothesis Z(Qフv) - {[zr],[zs]} for some zs ∈ Z(Q) and Z(Q,v) is covered by Qi and

Q3 -< [z3],Nq(z3) >c. So W2 ⊂ Nq(z3) and Z(Q,w) - {[z2],[23}�"Since Z(Q,w) is covered

by Q2 and Q3, W¥ c Nn(z3). Moreover as E(Q,uf) is covered by Qi and Q2 for any u G VF3,

we have Nn(zs) - W¥ U Wi- This completes the proof.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　□

Theorem 2.6. Let Q be any maxclique of order r - 1 in any connected r-regular graph G.

Then Q is non-proper if and only ifV(Q) has a 3-partition {Wj]j ∈ [3]} and there is a 3-set

W,3 ∈ [3]} in Z(Q) such that Q has an edge maxclique cover {Qj]j ∈　　given in the form:
Q?: -< zi,Wj,Wk >c for any distinct i,j,k G [3].

Proof.　Let Q be non-proper. Since d(Q,u) - ¥Z(Q,u)I =　N(u)＼V(Q)i - 2for all

u ｡ V(Q)ヮit follows from (2.4) that E(Qっu) is covered byァxact two maxcliques. Hence under

the notation in Theorem 2.5, [zj] is a singleton {zj} for j ｣ [3]. The maximality of Qj's is

obvious. This completes the proof.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ロ

3　r-Regular graphs containing non-proper maxcliques

In this section for r ｣ [4,5] we consider r-regular graphs G with O¥{G) < 0m(G)- By virtue of

theorem 2.6, we can determine explicitly any non-proper maxcliques of order r - 1 for r牀[4, 5J.

In order to state the following theorems, we introduce the notion of quasi-induced subgraphs

following [3J. For two disjoint subsets V¥ and V2 oiV(G), we define a, subgraph H of G as follows:

V(H) - V¥UV2 and E(H)consists ofalledges uvin Gsuch thatu ∈ Vl a,nd v ∈ VIUV2. This H

is called a quasi-induced subgraph, and V¥ and V2 are called the base set and the neighborhood

set respectively. In Figs. 1-2 any vertices in the base [resp. neighborhood] set are denoted by

black circles�"[resp. circles o], the base set induces a non-proper maxclique.

Theorem 3.1. For any 4-regular graph G, Oi(G) < 0m(G) if and only ifG contains at

least one quasi-induced subgraph isomorphic to the graph in Fig.l-　　　　　　　　　　　　□
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∠∠ゝ

Fig.l

Any non-proper maxcliques of order 3 in 5-regular graphs are shown in Fig. 2(b)-(c).

Theorem 3.2. For any connected 5-regular graph G, 0¥{G) < 0m(G) if and only ifG

contains at least one quasi-induced subgraphs isomorphic to the graphs in Fig.2 (a)-(c).　　□

成果粟
(a) (b) (C)

Fig.2
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